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ABSTRACT
Quality of Experience (QoE) is defined as the measure of enduser satisfaction with the service. Existing works addressing QoEmanagement rely on a binary vision of end-user satisfaction. This
vision has been criticized by the growing empirical evidence showing that QoE is rather a degree. The aim of this article is to go beyond
this binary vision and propose a QoE management mechanism. In
particular, we propose a one-to-many negotiation mechanism allowing the provider to undertake satisfaction management: to meet
fine-grained user QoE goals, while still minimizing the costs. This
problem is formulated as an optimization problem, for which a
linear model is proposed. For reference, a generic linear program
solver is used to find the optimal solution, and an alternative heuristic algorithm is devised in order to improve the responsiveness,
when the system has to scale up with fast growing number of
users. Both are implemented and experimentally evaluated against
state-of-the-art one-to-many negotiation frameworks.
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1

INTRODUCTION

End-user (or User) satisfaction is a key factor to ensure the success of
any online service. Among different user satisfaction determinants,
Quality of Experience (QoE) appeared in 2000’s as a metric to assess
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the service quality as perceived subjectively by the user. Since this
field is still in early stages, most of the studies dealing with QoE are
carried out on the conceptual front. Yet, QoE targets to provide a
practical measure allowing to quantify user satisfaction and service
acceptance. Consequently, QoE-management emerged as a process
aiming at maximizing QoE while optimizing the used resources
[21]. Nevertheless, most of the existing works are provider-centric
since QoE-management decision is taken unilaterally by provider.
Furthermore, they rely on the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) to
assess the satisfaction and the service acceptability [31]. MOS is an
average of the users’ opinions. Thus it hides important information
about the users diversity and personal preferences [14].
By definition, agents are self-interested and bound to an individual perspective. For this reason, agents have been proposed to
integrate users’ personal preferences into the decision loop. However, when assessing users satisfaction, these works rely on service
acceptability as a binary decision, in which the user decides to
accept or reject the proposed service (as in [23], for example). Nevertheless, studies on user satisfaction and QoE suggest that user
satisfaction should not be represented as a binary threshold [31],
but rather as a degree reflecting the user’s delight or annoyance
of an application or service [8]. To capture this nuanced nature of
user satisfaction, recent results of user polls and subjective user
tests recommend providers to rely on percentiles, in order to assess
the user’s subjective estimation of the service quality [15]. This
would allow a provider to have a fine-grained management of users
satisfaction by ensuring that a predefined percentage of users falls
in each satisfaction category.
This article proposes a one-to-many negotiation mechanism for
user satisfaction management. The proposed mechanism equips
the provider with a fine-grained control over the user satisfaction
levels. Thus, the provider can meet the satisfaction objectives (e.g.
good service delivered to at least 40% of users, etc.) while respecting
its budget or resource constraint. The contribution of this work is
threefolds:
(1) We formulate the user satisfaction problem as an optimization problem, whereby the provider seeks to minimize the
cost or resource constraint, while meeting a set of business
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constraints guaranteeing the subjective satisfaction experienced by the service users;
(2) We propose a heuristic algorithm to solve this problem and
experimentally compare its solution with the optimal solution in terms of both cost and user satisfaction;
(3) We implement both solutions and evaluate our contribution
against SoTA methods on a Cloud-based case study.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the one-to-many negotiation architecture. Section 3 defines
the satisfaction management problem and details the optimal model
and proposed heuristic algorithm. Section 4 details the experimental evaluation. Section 5 reviews related works from the literature
and Section 6 concludes this article.

2

THE ONE-TO-MANY NEGOTIATION
ARCHITECTURE

The one-to-many-negotiation addressed in this article involves
a provider negotiating simultaneously with multiple users. The
aim of the provider is to meet a set of predefined user satisfaction
goals while respecting the budget constraints. The one-to-manynegotiation can be represented by the following tuple:
⟨Provider, U sers, Serv, Goal, RC⟩

(1)

Where Provider is the service provider. U sers is the set {u 1 , . . . , un }
of service users. Serv, the service offered by the provider is defined
by a set of attributes (or issues) at j . For instance, if the service
is a video transcoding service, it may have issues such as video
resolution, video transcoding time, etc. Goal is the provider set of
satisfaction goals for the satisfaction categories K. RC is the cost or
resource constraint.

2.1

Negotiation Protocol and Strategies

To model the one-to-many negotiation defined in (1), we opt for a
one-to-many multi-agent negotiation approach as proposed in [22].
The sections below describe the negotiation process.
2.1.1 Negotiation Protocol. Each ui ∈ U sers is represented by
an agent, noted sai . Provider is modeled as a multi-agent system,
composed of a coordinator agent ca and a set of delegate agents
{da 1 , . . . , dan }. Each dai is responsible for assuming the bilateral
negotiation sessions with user agent sai . ca spawns dai ’s, and initializes their negotiation strategy. Moreover, it oversees the negotiation process and may intervene on delegates in some sessions to
push the provider business goals and budget constraints. On their
side, each user agent sai seeks to maximize the QoE of user ui by
relying on a utility function derived from this user’s preferences
and expectations.
The object exchanged during the negotiation process is an offer
o = ⟨at 1 , at 2 , ..., at J ⟩ that defines a value for each one of the at j
of Serv. The negotiation protocol is based on the alternate offer
protocol. At each cycle, an agent can accept the opponent’s offer,
reject it and propose a counter-offer, or leave the session in case it
reaches its time-deadline. After the end of the session, if the user
agent accepts the service, it may choose to rate the service and send
this rating to the provider1 .
1 Rating

is not used if same user requests same service in future.

Note that the negotiation process is non-synchronous, some
sessions can be already finished, and some can be ongoing, while
others may not have started yet. Moreover, negotiators (i.e. sai and
dai agents) do not disclose their preferences, their strategies, or
their reservation values.
Note that we consider that both parties seek win-win settlements.
Furthermore, exploitation is considered beyond the scope of this
article.
2.1.2 User Utility Function. If the service under negotiation
involves multiple attributes, the user utility function, Msai , is a
weighted sum of µ sai ,at j , the attribute-wise utility functions which
measure the utility obtained from one attribute. This choice is
supported by the literature of QoE and QoE-management [30].
Thus, Msai is defined as follows:
t
Msai (oda
)=
i

J
Õ
j=1

t
w sai ,at j · µ sai ,at j (oda
[at j ])
i

w sai ,at j is a weight obtained from the user that indicates how
t [at ] is the
much importance the user gives to attribute at j . oda
j
i
t
value assigned to attribute at j in offer oda . Note that µ sai ,at j are
i
functions of the preferred and the reserved values that sai accepts
for each attribute. The preferred value is the ideal value that yields
the maximum utility for this attribute whereas the reservation
value is the worst acceptable value (equivalent to MOS ≈ 2.5/5),
beyond which no agreement is better than an agreement [27]. From
the perspective of customer expectation management literature,
these values correspond respectively to the desired expectations and
adequate expectations [35].
2.1.3 Negotiation Strategies. To reach agreements, agents must
make concessions relying on concession strategies. In this article,
we assume that both sai and dai can use Time-Based Concession
(TBC). This assumption is very common in the literature especially
in works aiming to construct a model of the opponent [5]. The
concession made by sai for the cycle t is computed as follows [32]:
t
t −1
∆Usa
= Usa
·
i
i



t
Tsai

 λs a

i

(2)

t is the utility sa expects to obtain in the cycle t, T
Where Usa
i
sa i is
i
the negotiation time deadline. λsai controls the convexity degree
of sai ’s concession curve.

2.2

Learning the User Profile

In order to undertake the satisfaction management process, the
provider has to construct a model of the user’s profile including the
reservation and preferred values of each attribute and the negotiation time deadline. Most of existing works, attempting to establish
a model of the opponent profile, assume that the opponent employs
a TBC strategy [5]. Dealing with opponents employing a BehaviorBased Concession (BBC) strategy is less studied. However, since the
proposed satisfaction management mechanism is designed for open
providers, a considerable portion of its users might be BBC. For this
reason, we propose a BBC detection and handling mechanism allowing the provider to deal with BBC users. Although this mechanism
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does not enable dai to establish a model of the BBC users profiles2
that can be fed to the satisfaction management process, dai can
still use this mechanism to negotiate with BBC users, provide them
with a satisfactory service without violating the provider’s cost
constraints.
The following Sections discuss the user profile learning used
with TBC and BBC users.
2.2.1 TBC Users. The mechanism used to model TBC users is
based on our earlier work [22] where each delegate dai keeps track
of the offers proposed by sai in the ongoing sessions and uses them
to estimate the derivative of the concessions made by sai . When the
derivative goes into negative values, dai starts making a non-linear
regression every cycle to get Tsai an estimate of sai time deadline.
This process is repeated as long as the following condition holds:
t −t > d
Tsa
i

2.2.2 BBC Users. The mechanism to deal with BBC users has
two steps: detection and handling. A delegate dai is not aware at
the beginning of the negotiation whether sai is TBC or BBC. Therefore, dai assumes that sai is TBC by dealing with it as explained
in Section 2.2.1, while it runs a detector to infer if sai is BBC. The
BBC detector within dai tracks the imitation behavior of sai by
comparing the exchanged offers. Several attributes determine how
the detector works. First, the detection starting cycle. Second, the
window of how many previous cycles to include in calculating the
average concession made by sai . Third, the sensitivity of the detector, i.e. the difference in utility value between two consecutive
offers (or between the last offer and the average offer in the window) is used to determine that there is a concession or not. These
attributes have been defined empirically due to the complexity of
defining them formally as been stated in the literature [5].
Once sai is detected as BBC, dai changes how it handles the
negotiation. In this case, there is no way of reaching an agreement
unless dai starts making considerable concessions. To efficiently
exploit the range of concessions it can make, dai distributes these
concessions across several offers and start offering them to sai
such a model of BBC users is a future research perspective.

given that for the whole process, dai does not offer more than the
cost allocated to it by ca.

2.3

Coordination Strategies

In the bilateral negotiation sessions, each dai negotiates autonomously.
Once a session is terminated either successfully or not, the corresponding delegate notifies the coordinator. This helps the coordinator keep track of the acceptance rate of the service. For the sake
of the satisfaction management process (c.f. Section 3), once the
user accepts the service, the coordinator must know what is the
obtained satisfaction level. To do so, it can either:
(1) Rely on dai estimation of the corresponding user profile to
estimate the satisfaction perceived by the user; or
(2) Rely on the user’s explicit feedback in form of a rating sent
from the user to the provider. In the experiments section, we
will study the impact of f %, the percentage of sai rating the
service after accepting it.

(3)

t is da estimate of sa time deadline.
Where t is the current cycle, Tsa
i
i
i
Thus, this condition means that at least d cycles remain before sai
t . Once the condition is violated, da considers that
reaches Tsa
i
i
sai is nearing its time deadline. Consequently, it considers that
t , the latest offer received from sa contains, approximately, its
osa
i
i
reservation values for each attribute. This is justified by the fact
that since sai uses a TBC strategy, when it is near its Tsai , it sends
offers containing values very close to its reservation value for each
attribute.
To get the preferred values for the service attributes, we assume
that these values are those included in the first counter-offer sent
from sai to dai . After getting these values, dai uses its cost function
to estimate the cost required for different satisfaction categories
for sai (c.f. Section 3.1).
Finally, dai notifies ca that sai is nearing its time deadline and
sends it all the values estimated above. ca creates a new record for
each new user and add them to the list.

2 Establishing
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Note that, in addition to the coordination strategies discussed
above, ca may intervene into the ongoing negotiation sessions
in order to undertake satisfaction management. This process is
detailed in the following sections.

3

USER SATISFACTION MANAGEMENT
MECHANISM

This section details the core contribution of this article. Section
3.1 describes the satisfaction management. Section 3.2 models the
user satisfaction management problem as an optimization problem.
Section 3.3 details the proposed heuristic algorithm.

3.1

Overview

The satisfaction obtained by the user from the service offered by
the provider falls into one of K satisfaction levels or categories.
Each category represents a satisfaction level perceived by users
e.g. excellent, very good, good, fair, acceptable, etc.. To be in the
satisfaction category k, the following condition must be satisfied:
Msai (ô) ≥ hk

(4)

Where ô is the offer accepted by sai , hk is the threshold defining the
category k. hk is defined by the provider as a common threshold
applied to all users, but the condition in (4) differs from one user to
another since Msai is personal.
In order to minimize the cost and know which user could be
placed in which category, dai keeps track of sai ’s sequence of offers. Based on this sequence, dai constructs a model of sai ’s profile.
When dai infers that sai is nearing its time deadline, it sends the estimated profile to ca. The latter adds them to a priority-list (denoted
as list) on which it undertakes the satisfaction management mechanism detailed in the algorithm bellow. If the optimalMode is active,
the algorithm relies on the optimal solution denoted as OptimalSM
described in Section 3.2. Otherwise, it relies on the heuristic algorithm denoted as HeuristicSM (Section 3.3). Both functions return
a list of offers (denoted as tailoredOffers) tailored for each user in
the list. Then, the function propose() proposes the tailored offer to
the corresponding user. In case sai accepts the offer, it may choose
to rate the service it obtained.
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Algorithm 1: Satisfaction management mechanism
input :list, a list of learned user profiles
input :Already[k], users already in the category k
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

At the outset of each iteration ;
Profiles ← getUserProfiles() ;
if (optimalMode ==true) then
tailoredOffers ← OptimalSM()
else tailoredOffers ← HeuristicSM();
foreach Offer oi of tailoredOffers do
if (propose(oi , sai )==true) then
ratinдi ← requestRating()
foreach Satisfaction Category k of K do
updateAlready(k, Rating)

3.2

User Satisfaction Optimization Problem

The user satisfaction management can be seen as an optimization
problem where, at each iteration t, ca seeks to assign the N t users in
list t to the K satisfaction categories, while minimizing the cost and
respecting a set of goals defining the percentage of users that should
be in each category, where a category represents a satisfaction level
perceived by users. Note that, for the optimization problem, we
consider the cost as a soft constraint and the satisfaction goals as
hard constraints. This choice is justified by the recommendations
from QoE literature and by the fact that the provider business
model should be flexible. Thus, user satisfaction management can
be formalized as follows:

Minimize

K Õ
Nt
Õ

Cik · X ik

(5)

X ik ≤ 1, ∀i

(6)

k=1 i=1

Subject to
K
Õ
k =1
k
Õ

ÍN t

m
i=1 X i

+ Already[m]

!

provider goals for this category k. Already[k] is the number of users
that have been assigned to the category k in previous iterations,
#T erminatedSessions is the number of negotiation sessions that
have been terminated either successfully or unsuccessfully at the
outset of this iteration, and Goal[k] is the provider’s predefined
goal for the category k. It represents the percentage of users that
should be put in the satisfaction category k.
In case of infeasibility, a rare case that occurs when the number
of users in list t is not enough to satisfy the constraint in (7), or
when the cost of the solution exceeds the current budget of the
provider, users, whose time is not up, remain in list for the next
iteration.
The obtained optimal solution assigns a user sai to a category k.
The provider proposes osai , a tailored offer that is supposed to give
sai the satisfaction of the category it was assigned to. If sai does
not accept the offer, it remains in list for the next iteration where
it may get a new tailored offer. Otherwise, if the offer is accepted
by sai , it may choose to send its rating of the service quality to the
provider. This rating helps the provider arrange sai in one of the K
categories and thereby allows it to have a more precise estimation
of Already[k] for the next iteration. Otherwise, if sai chooses not
to give its rating to the provider, the latter assumes that sai actually
perceived a satisfaction level that corresponds to the category it
was assigned to. Thus, users remain in list until they accept their
tailored offer osai or until their negotiation session is terminated
because of reaching their time deadline. At the end of each iteration,
the solution of the optimizer at iteration t is fed as an input (i.e.
Already[k] and #T erminatedSessions) to the next iteration.

3.3

Heuristic Satisfaction Management
Algorithm

In each iteration, the proposed heuristic algorithm must strike
a balance between two considerations: (i) assign enough users to
category k to get it as close as possible to its Goal[k], and (ii) respect
the budget constraint by choosing a less costly assignment. To do so,
the heuristic algorithm works as follows. First, it sorts the priority
list, namely list (Section 3.3.1). Second, it picks up users and assigns
them to what it considers the best category they fit in.

(7)

3.3.1 Sorting list. list t can be sorted according to one of the
following criteria:

is the number of users in list t in the iteration t. X ik is
a 2D array of binary variables. x ik = 1 means that the user x i is in
category k. Cik is a 2D array containing the estimation of the cost
of putting x i in the category k. These costs are derived from the
profile estimates sent by the delegates.
The constraint in (6) ensures that at most a user is assigned to
one category. Note that a user can be assigned to no category (i.e.
ÍK
X k = 0), in this case, the user remains in list for the next
k =1 i
iteration.
The constraint in (7) ensures that at least Goal[k] percent of
users are assigned to either a given category k or a category better than k. In other words, the number of users assigned to category k combined with the number of users assigned to each category m that is better than k (i.e. m >= 1 and m < k) satisfy the

• Cost c i : this is an estimation of the cost required to serve
the worst possible service that is likely to be acceptable by
sai . The intuition here is that less costly users should be
preferred since they can be satisfied easily.
• Utility usai : the estimated utility range of sai . This range
is calculated as follows: usai = pi − c i where pi is the cost
required to provide sai with an ideal service that maximize
its utility. The intuition here is that pi should be taken into
account as well as c i since, for instance, offering an excellent
service to user, whose pi is lower, is much cheaper.
• Deadline Tsai : the estimated number of cycles remaining
before sai reaches its time deadline. The goal here is to avoid
users reaching their time deadline thereby quitting the service without being served.

m=1

Where N t

#T erminatedSessions

≥ Goal[k], ∀k

One-to-Many Multi-agent Negotiation to Manage User Satisfaction
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Note that like the optimal solution (Section 3.2), the solution of the
heuristic algorithm creates a tailored offer for each user sai , as per
its category, osai . At the end of each iteration, the solution of the
heuristic algorithm (not the optimal) at iteration t (i.e. Already[k]
and #T ermuinatedSessions) is fed as an input for the next iteration.

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed satisfaction management mechanism,
we implement it as a Software as a service (SaaS) using Repast
Simphony [25]. The latter is a Java-based multi-agent simulation
environment. The optimal solution is computed using IBM’s CPLEX
optimizer [16]. In this implementation and as per (1), Provider is
the SaaS provider, Users are the SaaS users, Serv is the SaaS service,
Goal are the SaaS provider predefined satisfaction goals, and RC
is the maximum cost the SaaS provider may pay to rent resources
from the cloud to serve a user. This section is organized as follows.
Section 4.1 introduces the parameters of the experiments. Section
4.2 compares the optimal solution with the proposed heuristics.
The experiment in Section 4.3 studies the impact of the percentage
of users rating the service after being served. The experiment in
Section 4.4 analyzes the impact of the percentage of users employing
tit-for-tat (i.e. BBC) strategies.

4.1

Experiments Parameters

|SU |, the total number of users entering the simulation is 10000
users (except for Section 4.2 where we examine the execution time
with |SU | going up to 50000). Users enter the simulation following
a Poisson process whose mean is A (the arrival rate). The service in
the experimental scenario involves more than one attribute. User
profiles including the reservation and preferred values, the time
deadline, and the weights for each attribute that are generated
randomly. Tsai ∈ [40 : 120] cycle. RC, the delegate reservation cost

100
80
60
40

Execution Time in Seconds

0

20

3.3.2 Selecting Users from list. Once the list is sorted, the next
decision is to choose which user goes to which category. Note
that users can be assigned to a k category as long as this category
has not met its Goal[k] and as long as non-assigned users are still
present in the list. The proposed heuristic algorithm can rely on
DISTANCE_TO_GOAL strategy or on CATEGORY_COST strategy.
Both of these strategies pick users up from the top of the list and
then go down.
• DISTANCE_TO_GOAL: A category k, whose distance to achieve
its goal (i.e. Goal[k]) is greater, has the priority over other
categories. These distances are calculated using the Already
array and #T erminatedSessions defined in Section 3.2. Since
sometimes list does not contain users enough to meet the satisfaction goals in this iteration, this strategy aims at getting
closer to the goals as much as possible.
• CATEGORY_COST : The more satisfactory a category, the
more priority it has over others. For instance, the excellent
category will have priority over the very good category. The
very good category will have more priority than the good
category, etc.

Optimal Solver
Heuristic Algorithm

120

Note that, at each iteration the coordinator obtains all the criteria
mentioned above from delegates as a result of the user profile
learning process.

0

10000

20000

30000

40000

50000

Input Size (N)

Figure 1: The average execution time of the optimal solution
(blue curve) and the heuristic algorithm (green curve) with
minimum and maximum values.

imposed on the heuristic algorithm, is set to RC = 0.75 × PX where
PX is the minimal cost required to serve the preferred service for
users. Due to space constraints, we will not discuss the impact of
RC.
In the following experiments, we define 3 satisfaction categories
(K = 3). These categories are acceptable, good and excellent. The
goals set for these categories are 0.95, 0.4 and 0.2 respectively. This
means that at least 95% of users should obtain an acceptable service
or better, etc. h, the thresholds for these satisfaction categories
are defined as 0.75, 0.5 and 0.0 for excellent, good and acceptable
service respectively. This means that to get an excellent service,
the utility perceived by the user agent should be greater than 0.75
etc. f % is the percentage of users choosing to give their rating after
they accept the service. The impact of this parameter is studied in
Section 4.3. BBC% stands for the percentage of BBC users in the
simulation, its impact is studied in Section 4.4. The results of the
experiments are obtained by averaging the outcomes of at least 10
simulation runs.
Note that whereas it is possible for users to have logarithmic
utility functions, due to space constraints, these users will not be
included in the following experiments.

4.2

Optimal Solution vs. Heuristic Algorithm

In order to evaluate the computational cost of the optimal solution,
Section 4.2.1 compares the execution time of CPLEX optimizer with
the proposed heuristic algorithm. Then, Section 4.2.2 evaluates the
heuristic strategies. We compare the cost they spend on served
users with the minimal cost calculated by the optimal solver.
4.2.1 Execution Time. Figure 1 compares the execution time of
the optimal solver with that of the heuristic algorithm, both as a
function of N , the size of list. As can be seen from the blue curve
in the figure, the execution time of the optimal solution increases
exponentially with N . With relatively small N < 10000 users, the
execution time is still feasible. With N = 10000, the solver takes
almost 4 seconds to calculate the optimal solution for each iteration.
However, in today’s market, popular SaaS services are often subject
to load-spikes or surges of users requesting the service (e.g. a video
transcoding service used during a football match). Yet, as can be
seen from the figure, with a relatively big N , using the optimal
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Table 1: The cost of heuristic strategies vs. optimal cost
Acceptable
Good
Excellent
[Najjar et al. 2017]
Satisfaction Goals

500

1000

1500

0.8
0.7

2000

Simulation Ticks

Figure 2: The user satisfaction achieved by the heuristic
strategies (red curves) and their cost (blue dashed curve)
compared with the optimal solution cost (blue solid curve).

solution becomes impractical. On the other hand, the green curve
shows that the execution time of the heuristic algorithm is much
shorter even with bigger N .
4.2.2 Cost of the Heuristic Strategies. Table 1 compares the cost
spent per served user by each one of the heuristic strategies (Section
3.3.2) with the cost spent per served user by the optimal solution.
All these heuristic strategies managed to achieve the satisfaction
goals and, as can be seen from the table, their cost is not significantly
more expensive than the optimal solution. In particular, the cost
spent by the strategy Utility/DISTANCE_TO_GOAL is only 10.2%
more expensive than the optimal solution and is thereby the least
costly among other heuristic strategies. For this reason, this strategy
is chosen for the rest of the experiments.
The results in Figure 1 and Table 1 show that the provider must
address a trade-off between cost optimality and responsiveness.
For instance, it can use the optimal solution with a relatively low
influx of users. On the other hand, with higher influx, it becomes
expensive in terms of responsiveness. This may degrade the user
experience and lead to client churn.
Figure 2 studies the results achieved by the chosen heuristic
strategy in one run as a function of time ticks of the simulation.
The left y-axis represents the ratio of users assigned to each satisfaction category. The red curves plots the ratio of users receiving
acceptable, good, and excellent satisfaction. The gray lines delineate
the provider satisfaction goals. As can be seen from the figure, after
a short period of oscillation, each satisfaction category managed to
get the ratio of users it needed. For this reason, each red curve is
slightly above the corresponding gray line.
To normalize the cost spent per served user, its value is divided
by RC (right y-axis). As can be seen from the figure, both the optimal
solution and the heuristic algorithm did not exceed RC (i.e. it does
not exceed the value 1.0 on the right y-axis), the cost constraint

Heuristic SM
[Najjar et al. 2017]

Cost Per Served User

1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

500

1000

1500

2000

Simulation Ticks

0.5

Cost Per Served User

1.00
0.95
0.90
0.85
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.65
0.60
0.55
0.50
0.45
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05

0.9

1.0

Optimal Cost
Heuristic Cost

0.4

Ratio of Users

Acceptable
Good
Excellent
Satisfaction Goals

Deadline_First
+10.9%
+13.1%

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0

Cost_First
+16.5%
+12.9%

Ratio of Users

Utility_First
+10.2%
+12.9%

0.6

DISTANCE_TO_GOAL
CATEGORY_COST

Figure 3: User acceptability rate (left y-axis) and its cost
(right y-axis) using the proposed heuristic Satisfaction Management (SM) algorithm compared to [23].

defined by the provider. Furthermore, the cost spent per served user
by the heuristic algorithm is slightly higher than the cost spent by
the optimal solution. However, this is compensated by the shorter
execution time.
Note that while Figure 2 plots the results obtained during the
simulation run, Figure 4 and 5 plot an average of results obtained
at the end of multiple simulation runs.
4.2.3 Heuristic Algorithm vs. State-of-the-art. According to our
knowledge, other works, such as AQUAMan [23], propose service
acceptability rate management mechanisms where client satisfaction is viewed as a binary measure (accept/not accept), hence, no
fine-grained satisfaction management control. Figure 3 compares
the proposed Satisfaction Management (SM) heuristic with AQUAMan. As can be seen from the figure, both achieve 95% acceptability
rate. However, in contrast to the proposed SM, AQUAMan achieved
0% for the ratio of good and excellent users (40% and 20% respectively with the proposed SM). Furthermore, the average satisfaction
obtained by users with the proposed SM is 0.37 whereas it drops
to 0.127 with AQUAMan. This better service quality comes with a
considerable cost increase, as can be seen from the figure. Yet, as
has been shown by Table 1, the proposed heuristic is only 10% more
expensive than a comparable optimal solution for the satisfaction
management problem.

4.3

Impact of User Feedback

This experiment studies the impact of f %, the percentage of sai
rating the service after accepting it. In the previous experiment,
it was assumed that all users who accepted the service gave their
rating to provider (i.e. f % = 100%). To understand the impact of this
parameter both on the ratio of users assigned to each satisfaction
category and on the cost spent per served user, Figure 4 plots them
as a function of f %. As can be seen from the figure, even with
f % ≈ 10%, each satisfaction goal retained at least the ratio of users
provided by the satisfaction goals (gray lines). Furthermore, since
accepting or rejecting the service is an explicit decision that requires
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Figure 5: The Impact of BBC Users.

Figure 4: The impact of f % (x-axis) on the ratio of users assigned to each satisfaction category (left y-axis) and on the
cost spent per served user (right y-axis).
no rating from user, the ratio of users finding the service acceptable
(red solid curve) is not impacted by f %. However, as f % increases,
the other two categories get closer to their goals. For instance, with
f % ≈ 10%, about 30% of users perceive the service as excellent even
though the provider goal for this category was 20%. Thus, the ratio
of users getting excellent service are considerably above the goal.
This leads to higher costs since extra users are getting excellent
service.
To understand the impact of f % on the cost, the blue solid curve
plots the normalized average cost spent per served user (right yaxis). As can be seen from the figure, even with low f %, the provider
managed to meet its cost constraints since the cost does not exceed
RC (1.0 on the right y-axis). Furthermore, with higher f %, the cost
drops significantly. This is explained as follows. Using the feedback
from users accepting the service, the provider can better steer its
satisfaction management thereby approaching the goals for each
satisfaction category and minimizing the cost spent per served user.
These results suggest that, in order to encourage users to give
their feedback (and hence increasing f %), the provider can choose
to share this profit margins (≈ 12% with f % going from 10% to
100%) it achieves with users who accept to give their feedback by
offering them, for instance, a discount on the fees they pay or other
advantages for the next time they request another service from the
provider. This is a win-win business strategy that saves costs for
the provider and is also advantageous for the cooperative users3 .

4.4

Impact of BBC Users

This section studies the impact of adding BBC users. Figure 5 compares the user satisfaction results obtained by the BBC detection
and handling mechanism proposed in Section 2.2.2 (red curves),
with the results of the same users but when this mechanism is deactivated and BBCs are not handled (red curves with circle markers).
On the one hand, even when BBCs are not handled, with relatively
low BBC%, the heuristic algorithm manages to remain close to the
3 Dealing

with users who give a misleading feedback is considered beyond the scope
of this article.

goal since it can still handle TBC users. As BBC% increases, the
user satisfaction drops down dramatically for all the three categories. Yet, the ratio of users getting acceptable service witnesses
a significantly slower decay than the other two categories. This
is explained by the used DISTANCE_TO_GOAL strategy (Section
3.3.2). This strategy prioritizes categories whose distance to their
goal is furtherest. For this reason, in this example, since the goal
of the "acceptable" category is considerably higher than the goals
of the other two categories, it is prioritized and it decays relatively
slower. This behavior can be useful for the provider since it allows
for graceful degradation.
On the other hand, the BBC detection and handling mechanism
shows a more robust behavior. The acceptable and the excellent
categories decrease is significantly slower than the case when BBC
is not handled. Concerning the results of the good category, the
figure shows that unexpectedly, this category witnesses a considerable increase as BBC% rises. This is explained by the fact that the
mechanism can no longer propose tailored offers to guarantee a
fine-grained excellent service.
This relative robustness exhibited by the BBC detection and
handling mechanism comes at a cost. The right-y axis represents
the cost paid per served user. On the one hand, The blue curve
with no markers shows the cost of the BBC detection and handling
mechanism. It increases significantly as BBC% rises in order to
compensate the loss of the fine-grained learning users profiles.
Nevertheless, these results show that the mechanism managed to
achieve a relative stability for the system with low BBC%. The figure
shows that with BBC% < 40%, the system manages to keep the user
satisfaction ratios close to the goals without spending more costs
than the costs spent when no BBC user is included (blue line with
star markers). With BBC% > 40%, a coarse-grained and more costly
service is offered to users.
On the other hand, the blue curve with circle markers plots
the cost when BBC users are not handled. As BBC% increases, it
decreases significantly since less users are getting excellent and
good services.
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5

RELATED WORKS

This section reviews respectively the related works in the domains
of Quality of Experience, opponent modeling in multi-agent negotiation, and one-to-many negotiations and multi-agent negotiation
for elasticity management.

5.1

Quality of Experience

Most of the works dealing with QoE are carried out on the conceptual front. These works have identified the satisfaction management
as a key process for providers to win the customer’s loyalty, avoid
client churn and survive in the open and competitive online environment. Few works attempted to provide the working frameworks
allowing to integrate the satisfaction management. In these works,
service providers base their planning on (estimated) percentages of
users judging a service as "poor or worse" (%PoW), "good or better"
(%GoB), or the percentage of users abandoning a service, "Terminate Early" (%TME). Bellecore is one of the first service providers
to adopt this approach [15, 18]. The E-Model [17] is another project
aimed at estimating the percentage of dissatisfied users from the
ratings of subjective user tests. However, these tests were carried
out offline and no guarantees have been provided regarding their
applicability in real-life scenarios. Furthermore, to assess customer
satisfaction, they relied on the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The latter has received a growing criticism in the QoE community since it
fails to account for user diversity [15]. According to our knowledge,
these are the only works attempting to equip the provider with a
fine-grained satisfaction management.

5.2

Opponent Modeling

Relying on machine learning techniques to establish a model of the
opponent’s negotiation behavior is a rich literature. The model is
typically used to minimize the negotiation cost [3, 26], predict the
opponent’s bids [9], avoid exploitation [13], maximize the agent’s
own utility [29, 34]. However, a fine-grained satisfaction management is not well studied since the opponent’s interests are rarely
taken into account except when the goal is to reach win-win settlements [33]. Furthermore, most of these works address a scenario
of one-to-one negotiation [5] which is not applicable in the cloud
computing ecosystem where the SaaS provider may negotiate with
thousands of users simultaneously.
Moreover, while multiple works propose BBC strategies to model
opponent imitation behavior [6, 7, 10], most of works dealing with
opponent modeling assume that the opponent follows TBC strategies [5]. Some recent works such as [9] and [12] propose a generic
model enabling to predict the next offer of the opponent even when
the latter adopts a BBC strategy. However, modeling BBC users
in a satisfaction management mechanism is not covered in the
literature.

5.3

One-to-Many Negotiations

One-to-many negotiation is a mature body of research. However,
the goal of most of the exiting works is to reach one atomic agreement between, for instance, a buyer and several concurrent sellers.
This agreement is the one that maximize the buyer’s utility whereas
other sessions are aborted as in [1, 19, 24]. These solutions are not
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applicable for an open provider seeking to find agreement with the
majority (maybe all) of its users.
This limitation is addressed by recent works on service composition where one-to-many negotiation is used to reach agreement
with multiple providers, each offering a distinct atomic service
[20, 28]. Nevertheless, these works assume a closed set of atomic
sellers all known before the outset of the negotiation.

5.4

Cloud Elasticity Management

In the cloud computing context, multi-agent negotiation has been
used for service composition and elasticity management [11]. For
instance, An et al. [2] propose a one-to-many negotiation solution
to handle resource allocation in the cloud. However, the provider
accepts an offer only if it gains immediate payoff. For this reason,
user satisfaction management or service acceptability rate are not
taken into account.
Our earlier architecture, AQUAMan [22, 23], is an adaptive mechanism for elasticity management. AQUAMan enables the provider
to control the service acceptability rate. Nevertheless, it adopts a
binary vision of acceptability (yes/no). Fine-grained satisfaction
levels are not taken into account. For this reason, the user profile
estimation in AQUAMan can only deal with acceptability rate control and is not adapted for the satisfaction management process.
AQUAMan’s mechanism is detailed in [23]. Yet, this work’s main
contribution seems to be focused on analyzing the cost paid by the
SaaS to the cloud provider.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, we proposed a satisfaction management mechanism
enabling the provider to achieve a set of user satisfaction goals while
minimizing the cost it pays to the cloud provider. This problem is
modeled as a linear optimization problem for which a linear solver
is used. An alternative heuristic algorithm was also devised and
compared with the optimal solution. The results showed that the
provider should strike a balance between the cost optimality and
the service responsiveness. This balance is influenced by the current
influx of users and the priorities of the provider. Furthermore, the
results showed that encouraging users to provide their subjective
rating to the provider may lead to win-win outcomes since the
service may become less costly for the provider and the user. While
the proposed BBC detection and handling mechanism managed
to relatively stabilize the user satisfaction and the cost with a low
percentage of BBC users, When more users adopt BBC strategy,
it provides a coarse-grained and costly service. One future work
is to update the model towards achieving a fine-grained costless
satisfaction management for BBC users by relying on advanced
machine learning techniques.
If user agents choose to share some of their preferences with
the provider, a less costly and more satisfactory outcome would be
reached. Thus, another future research perspective is to improve the
user agent to become capable of capturing the user’s privacy and
permission policy [4] and use it to determine what information can
be communicated to the provider during the negotiation process.
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